From Cycling for Science to Consensus Projects! Find out more here...

Early-Bird Registration Ending Soon!
Register your place at ESSKA Congress before 26th February for the best price possible!

From our European Associates:
ESA Discusses The Role of 3D Printing in Shoulder Arthroplasty in this latest article.

Access to Incredible Benefits!
Don't miss out on our incredible benefits including: event and publication discounts, online scientific journal access, plus many more avenues for professional development.

20% APC Discount for ESSKA Members.
Esska members receive 20% discount on publishing fees for KSSTA and JEO!

European Certification Programme Updates from our final 2023 module, and what is new for 2024.

ESSKA Consensus Projects: Join us in discussion at the upcoming ESSKA Congress in Milan!

2024 Scientific Programme Schedule NOW LIVE!
The ESSKA Congress Scientific Programme schedule is now live and ready to view. Just click the button below to view:

2024 Scientific Programme Schedule NOW LIVE!
The ESSKA Congress Scientific Programme schedule is now live and ready to view. Just click the button below to view:

View Schedule!

ESSKA awards are given to scientists at our biennial Congress in order to recognise their high level of research. For the 2022 Congress in Paris, the competition was tough with more than 1,200 abstracts submitted.

View our top picks for 2023 here!

Nominations are Open!
Do you know someone within ESSKA who is fresh, innovative, energetic and an active ESSKA member? Why not nominate them for an ESSKARS, Reward for Service Award!

Nominations are open now!

KSSTA Editor-in-Chief Jón Karlsson
Editor's Pick:
Approximately half of pediatric or adolescent patients undergoing revision anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction return to the same level of sport or higher: A systematic review

Sustainability studies in orthopaedic surgery: The carbon footprint of anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction depends on graft choice

JEO Associate Editor Benjamin Rothrauff
Editor's Pick:
The role of arthroscopy in the management of adult elbow trauma

Surgical technique: posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) reconstruction using double posteromedial arthroscopic portals

January - March 2024
Check the event website for more information and possible cancellations or changes.

4-8 February - Val d’Isère, France
10th Advanced Course on Knee Surgery

7-10 February - Athens, Greece
6th Athens Shoulder Course

12 February - Istanbul, Turkey
Istanbul Shoulder Cadaver Course

1 March 2024 - Ankara, Turkey
8th Arthroscopic Live Surgery Symposium

7-9 March 2024 - Manchester, England
ICRS Focus Meeting on Knee Osteotomies Hands-On Skills Course with Dry Bones

13 March 2024 - Paris, France
Paris International Shoulder Course

21 March 2024 - Bari, Italy
3rd Annual Meeting SIAGASCOT 2024

CORPORATE PARTNERS
CONTINUOUS PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PARTNERS
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